
Communications Officer 
Emmy Rhizal 

Hi everyone! My name is Emmy Rhizal and I will be a junior in the 2020-2021 school 
year. I have been an active member of the Drama Club since I joined Dexter schools and have 
participated in every show open to me. My roles within Dexter Drama have been on stage and in 
tech, including more prominent as well as ensemble roles, hair crew, tech workshops and tech 
olympics training. I am very dedicated to the Drama Club, and I have many qualities beneficial 
for a Communications Officer, as well as new goals for the Communications position.  

I would make a great officer because I am responsible, punctual, and enthusiastic. I am 
also very organized, so I will be well equipped to answer emails and take care of communication 
notifications effectively and promptly. I have already displayed qualities befitting an Officer, 
such as staying late at strike. I care a lot about this club, and I understand that much of what it 
does would not be possible without the proper communication and public outreach. I want to run 
for Communications because I know it is a very important aspect of the club, I want to help bring 
in large audiences, and, true to my type A personality, I enjoy making sure things are orderly. 
Furthermore, I am approachable and committed to being a friendly face anyone can come to with 
questions or advice of any sort! I will be receptive to suggestions, corrections, and advice to do 
the best job I can. I am very reliable, and I promise to work together with my fellow 
Communications Officer to share responsibility and ensure we are taking care of everything that 
needs done. I will be well-equipped to take pictures of the various drama events and participants 
because I love photography. As a very active member of the Drama Club I attend most drama 
events so being available to take pictures will not be a problem. 

As a Communications Officer I would like to highlight the importance of understanding 
all the methods in which you can find information about the Drama Club. I am aware that a lack 
of information can cause students to miss an event, and I will ensure everyone feels comfortable 
with their means of accessing drama information and there are no conflicts of information 
between the various methods of communication the Drama Club uses. I promise to make sure 
everyone is represented in the photos on our website and social media, because having your work 
recognised is very meaningful. This is especially true for behind the scenes members of the pit 
and crew. I will ensure this gets done by making a list of everyone in the production. I would 
also like to continue to increase the popularity of our social media platforms to be sure they 
reach the maximum number of people. This could include starting a giveaway system for every 
show to try to maximise others spreading the word about drama events through social media. I 
would also like for Communications Officers to interact more with mediums such as the Sun 
Times newspaper to help get through to a different audience. This often falls to parent volunteers 
or the publicity crew, and I think the Communications Officers could expand this process.  

All in all, I would be thrilled to be your Communications Officer. Communication is 
often said to be the cornerstone of success, and I would be honored to help make that true for the 
Dexter Drama Club as well! 


